Minor in Special Education
for Non-Education Majors

Professional Education
- Minimum grade point average of 2.5 on 4.0 scale is required in all Professional Education courses.
- No course less than “C.” A grade of “C-” or lower does not satisfy the requirement.

Required for a minor in Mild/Moderate Disabilities: 20-21 hours

Required (12 hours)
- EDSP-4310, Education and Psychology of the Exceptional Individual (3)
  (This course is a prerequisite for EDSP-3700, 4610, 4620, 4510, & 4600)
- EDSP-3700, Introduction to Disability Studies (3) (fall only) (This course is a prerequisite for EDSP 4610, 4620, & 4600)
- EDSP-4240/4250, Classroom Organization and Management (3)
- EDSP-4610, Methods in Mild/Moderate Disabilities: Elementary (3) (prerequisite: EDSP 4310 & 3700)
  OR EDSP-4620, Methods in Mild/Moderate Disabilities: Secondary (3) (prerequisite: EDSP 4310 & 3700)
  OR EDSP-4540, Supervised Practicum in EC SpEd (3) (prerequisite: EDI 4520)

Three or more of the following courses to equal 8 credit hours or more
- EDSP-3560, The Special Education Process (spring only) (2) (prerequisite EDSP-4620 or 4610)
- EDI-3620, Cultural Diversity in the Classroom (3) (no exceptions outside of education)
- EDSP-4510, Counseling in Special Education (2) (prerequisite: EDSP 4310 & 3700)
- EDI-4420, Assessing Classroom Performance (3)
- EDSP-4400, Speech and Language Development of the Exceptional Child (3) OR CSD 3600 (Speech Development) and CSD 3800 (Language Development) (both courses will count for EDSP 4400 for a total of 3 hours)
- EDSP-4600, Medical Implications (3) (prerequisite: EDSP-4310)
- EDSP-4610 or EDSP4620 or EDSP-4540 (if not taken under required courses) (3)
  (Prerequisites EDSP 4310 & 3700/EDI 4520)
- EDI-4290, Mathematics for Diverse Learners (fall only) (3)
- EDSP-4640, Seminar in ECSE (3)

This program does not qualify you for state certification in Mild/Moderate Disabilities.